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laep 1030
introduction to landscape architecture
• Significant growth in delivery
• Currently:
• Two face-to-face sections per semester (180 students
each)
• A third face-to-face section will be added spring 2020
• Online
• 2018-19 academic year
• 700+ students in face-to-face sections
• 250+ students in online sections

2018-19 academic year at USU
• LAEP 1030 (all sections) made up 19% of all BreadthCreative Arts enrollment for the 2018-19 academic year.
• That is 3rd most on the Breadth-Creative Arts list (behind
Music and Art & Design).

Spring 2019 Top 3 Course at USU by Page Views (Canvas)

Face-to-face sections were merged - appearing as Section 002
Data from Google Analytics

Spring 2019 – LAEP 1030 Spring Semester
• There were 3,915 Spring
2019 Canvas Courses
tracked in Google
Analytics.
• Of those, LAEP 1030
was the 3rd most visited
course with 151,928
total page views.

laep 1030

course objectives
• Gain factual knowledge about the discipline of landscape architecture by
presenting an historical overview of the origins of human interaction with the
designed landscape
• Gain a broader understanding and appreciation of intellectual/cultural
activities of landscape architecture by:
• examining the major professional activities and central ideas of the
profession of landscape architecture
• developing a sense of landscape appreciation and ethics
• Learn fundamental principles and generalizations of landscape architecture by:
• conveying an understanding of the planning and design process utilized by
landscape architects
• Acquire an interest in learning more about landscape architecture
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Introduction to Landscape Architecture - LAEP 1030

Differences between LAND & LANDSCAPE

Introduction to Landscape Architecture - LAEP 1030

Differences between LAND & LANDSCAPE – the degree of man’s influence
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• Differences between LAND & LANDSCAPE

Introduction to Landscape Architecture - LAEP 1030

• FEAR
• of unpredictable forces of nature, desire for security (primitive peoples)

Introduction to Landscape Architecture - LAEP 1030

• ADAPTATION
• growing self-confidence, humans understand the processes of nature and their own
limitations

Introduction to Landscape Architecture - LAEP 1030

• AGGRESSION

• present situation, conquest of the environment, exploitation and waste of natural resources

Introduction to Landscape Architecture - LAEP 1030

• STEWARDSHIP

• renewed understanding into workings of nature – social and environmental awareness
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developing a sense of landscape appreciation & ethics
• Increase awareness of the natural and built world – learn to observe
• Begin to develop an ‘ethic’ regarding relationship with the environment
• What is my personal ‘land ethic’?
• Understand that people have a significant impact – when we design/build
things
• Begin to understand that all attributes of the natural world are interrelated –
i.e. geology, water, slope, vegetation, wildlife, etc.
• AND, when we tamper/modify/change things, there WILL be a consequence.
• Begin to understand the need to think critically about these issues
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developing a sense of landscape appreciation & ethics
• In Spring 2019, 66% of students enrolled in LAEP 1030 were freshman, and 27% were
sophomores.
• At the beginning of the semester, only 13% of the students indicated they were aware or
very aware of the field of landscape architecture
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developing a sense of landscape appreciation & ethics
Use of hands-on projects to understand the design process and strengthen the relationship
and understanding of the natural world.
• Snapshot
• Park Design
• Residential Landscape Design
• In addition, ecological footprint calculation, guest lectures, video, discussion questions,
and exams are incorporated into the course.

projects

snapshot – teams of 2

projects

snapshot – teams of 2

projects

park design – in-class, teams of 5

projects

residential landscape design – 2 parts, individual or teams of two

projects
Post project survey indicates 66% of students rated the hands-on park
project at 7/10 or better. 58% indicated they were interested in doing
similar projects in the future (7/10 or better).

impact

98% - some or a lot of impact

impact

It's been thought-provoking in how I live currently and things I'm able to do to improve my
environment. It's also taught me that we should carefully consider how we develop and use
outdoor spaces and that industrial land can be fixed.
After taking this course, I think that overall I am more environmentally conscious. I think most of this
comes from the first lectures talking about fear, aggression, and stewardship. It sounds kind of
stupid but the phrase, "Would a steward do that?" has popped into my head when faced with
decisions that would impact the environment.
LAEP 1030 has impacted my understanding of the natural world by showing me the problems we
have. We are running out of resources and using them ineffectively and I didn't know before.
Now I am more motivated to be conscious of the ecological footprint I leave.
This class has helped me to see really what our world is made up of. It has caused me to be more
aware of my surroundings and see the world not just as an object but something that is living.
It has helped me to be more aware of the resources I use and to be more conservative.

impact

86% – Some or significant adjustment

impact

I often take the shuttle buses to class and car pool where I need to go. I now turn off the lights
when I leave my room and take shorter showers.
I learned that we consume quite a bit as humans and that for me personally it would take 3.3
earths to sustain everyone if they lived like me. I try to consume less. Things like more fuel
efficient driving and less energy use. I also view areas that might have an environmental impacts
and think what I could do to help.
Primarily climate change and emissions. I’ve done my best to use less idle time and to avoid
drive throughs as much as possible.
Water-wise landscaping. Since I announced I was taking this class (as a breadth requirement), I
was suddenly appointed landscape architect for the backyard, and I've put serious thought into
converting dwindling flowerbeds and gardens into a xeriscape experience using plants from where
we lived in Wyoming.
I notice things now that I didn't before and when I look at things I think of WAY different things
then I used to. I used to say: "yea its ok". Now I look deeper into things and notice small details
that I've never seen before,

in summary …
• Students enroll in a Breadth Creative Arts Gen Ed course – not knowing anything about landscape
architecture and what landscape architects do.
• By learning about a profession, they begin to develop an understanding of the natural world around them
– and the impact people have on it. A ‘landscape ethic’ begins to form
• Landscape architects are generally ‘holistic’ in their approach – and keen on the natural world
• It is an action-oriented profession – where ‘the rubber meets the road’ vs other basic Gen Ed courses that
may be a bit too theoretical – e.g. chemistry (how does it help?)
• Perhaps students learn from this applied course – and take away meaningful understanding about the
world around them – and how they can live in it.

